Financial Gains

ACROSS
1 Killers in black and white
6 Back rub hub
9 Country boy, perhaps visiting St. Petersburg
13 Provoking insult
14 Sickeningly pale
15 Resist advances
16 A classic in the Wrigley field
18 Backs off
19 Fowl apartments
20 Horse or hound?
21 Low on the social register
24 What you would get if you burned a glass of Pepsi?
28 Complained
29 Take care of an obligation
30 What travelers to England fly across
31 Visually scorn
32 Full head of shaggy hair
33 A chain you can call your own
34 Person on their back and going downhill fast
35 Frequent target of conditioning
36 Efrem Zimbalist Jr. crime series (OK non-boomers, fire up Google!)
37 Integral part of a deceptive game
38 Though its parent co. is in Switzerland, Ghirardelli is based in San ___
40 Croupier's topper
42 The geezer years (probably for those who remember Efrem Zimbalist Jr.)
44 Hate, REALLY hate
45 Hammer, anvil or stirrup
46 Exotic new cookbook? "___ Garten cooks New Guinea"
47 One determined to succeed
48 Air conditioner that, ostensibly, nothing can stop
51 More than enough
55 Not a word to describe lots of Muggles - no matter which definition
56 "Big bricks hurled by that darn Ignatz were always aimed at Krazy ___" - Burma Shave
57 Gather each piece of value slowly until you understand, like a good solver
58 Bog burner
59 Present to be
60 Unceremoniously wed

DOWN
1 Result of sporting ties: Abbr.
2 Music genre that, IMHO, forgets the C
3 Don't get snookered by this stick
4 Amazon-delivered menace
5 Flasher at the disco
6 Steal and/or use a credit card
7 Group of furry flute players
8 Colony dweller devoted to his queen
9 "Tear down this wall" president
10 FedEx competitor
11 Quilting or spelling activity
12 Loop loopers
15 First-grade book
17 The blue in blue cheese
20 Post-it aficionado
21 Little troublemaker
22 What you say leaving the store where you got a fantastic bargain
23 Billies' babes
24 Metal with a stainless reputation
25 Top flyer of a naval flag
26 Locker's raison d'être
27 A dance to wear socks to
29 To fish, it's a matter of degrees
31 Elvis's shoe material that moved back and forth
33 A chain you can call your own
34 Person on their back and going downhill fast
35 Frequent target of conditioning
36 Efrem Zimbalist Jr. crime series (OK non-boomers, fire up Google!)
37 Integral part of a deceptive game
38 Though its parent co. is in Switzerland, Ghirardelli is based in San ___
40 Croupier's topper
41 Like a piano, but not so grand
42 Snuff
43 Place for a jumper
45 Caesar's last word
47 Liftless lift at a resort
48 Five-mL cooking measure: Abbr.
49 Teeny-tiny eggs
50 Group that rallies around the bar: Abbr.
51 How to abbreviate the name you've assumed
52 Prefix meaning new; ask Keanu
53 The worst one involves your salary
54 Finishes up a ring on a benz

Answer is what you call someone who makes money in the financial market